
Algarve
With golden beaches, Michelin-starred dining and 

gleaMing Marinas, there’s no Wonder the algarve is 
the go-to suMMer hotspot in portugal

THE
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Deserted sandy islands, sheltered lagoons, 

rugged cliffs and golden beaches backed by 

dramatic rock formations, the coastline of 

Portugal’s southernmost region, the Algarve, 

has them all and a welcoming climate to boot. With such 

appealing natural attributes, it’s hardly surprising that 

Portuguese and foreign visitors flock to the area for vacations 

– or that the Algarve has been a desirable destination for 

thousands of years. 

As well as menhirs that date back to prehistoric times, 

architectural, anthropological and artistic remains of 

Roman, Visigoth and Moorish occupations exist, in situ and 

in museums. A terrible earthquake in 1755 devastated many 

of the Algarve’s most spectacular architectural treasures but 

a few remain relatively intact, including medieval castles 

such as the Moorish red sandstone stronghold at Silves, and 

churches like the 16th century parish church in Alvor with 

its intricately carved Manueline doorway. 

Traditional architectural features are echoed in some 

of the Algarve’s more tasteful resorts. It is now one of 

Europe’s leading golfing destinations, complemented by 

award-winning hotels, sumptous Michelin star-studded 

dining experiences and two of the world’s finest marinas in 

Vilamoura and Albufeira.

Despite the abundance of holiday resorts, it is easy to 

find secluded beaches, unspoilt countryside and slices 

of Portuguese life in timeless villages with their cobbled 

streets and whitewashed cottages. Fishermen still sell their 

catch, fresh from the boat while old men play dominoes and 

boules in parks. Local traditions thrive, such as the annual 

Monchique sausage fair and Arte Doce (Sweet Art), which 

celebrates the Algarve’s colourful and creative sweets. In 

fact, there’s a food-related festival for almost every month 

of the year, including an annual gourmet fair. 

Coastal charm Views of Senhora da Rocha beach from a cliff-side chapel (above) on the Algarve coastline of Portgual (previous page) is just one of 

many local draws, as are the marinas, hotels like Pousada de Estoi (both facing page) and the waters of Ponta da Piedade in Lagos (top right)
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Dreamy sea views
Footsteps from white 
sand, the views from the 
exclusive Vila Vita Parc 
(above) can be enjoyed 
while lying poolside at 
one of the Villas (below)

The Algarve

REgional TasTEs
Aside from these events, there are plenty of opportunities 

for visitors to sample exquisitely prepared local and 

international cuisine. Having made it to number 22 on the 

list of the World’s 50 Best Restaurants, Vila Joya’s Michelin-

starred hotel restaurant requires reservations to be made 

well in advance. Alternatively, a table on the hotel’s cliff-top 

terrace provides views across Albufeira to rival the food. 

The intimate and exclusive wine cellar dinners at Vila 

Vita Parc are highly sought after, when available. Deep 

within the vaulted cellar, surrounded by 11,000 bottles of 

Portugal’s finest wines and walls lined with ancient stones 

and tiles, guests are treated to special menus designed by 

the executive chef with complementing wines selected by 

the resort’s top sommeliers.

Algarve-born chef, Leonel Pereira, has recently returned 

to his roots and breathed new life into Restaurante São 

Gabriel, regaining their Michelin Star after taking over 

the kitchen in 2013. The farmhouse restaurant has also 

benefitted from updates to its cosy traditional interior and 

the delightful garden dining area. Pereira is internationally 

trained but favours local ingredients; the ultrafine salt 

crystals used for the salt-baked bream on São Gabriel’s 

tasting menu are skimmed from the mounds of salt you can 

see drying in the sun. 

For a seafood lunch on the beach, Gigi Praia in Quinta do 

Lago is hard to beat, which makes bookings essential. As if 

to balance the tranquillity of the surrounding lagoons, Gigi, 

the gregarious owner, will often join in with the opera music 

playing in the background as he mingles with diners. He 

also has a knack for selecting the best and freshest catches 

of the day so the menu changes accordingly. If available, the 

carabineiros (giant red prawns) are divine. An alternative 

beachfront restaurant further east is Pezinhos na Areia, 

which means “little feet in the sand”, at Praia Verde. Tables 

are actually on a raised platform or inside the glass-fronted 

dining room so sandy toes can be avoided. A winning 

regional speciality to try is clams sautéed in a white wine 

sauce, better known as amêijoas à Bulhão Pato.

Another regional dish, the cataplana, named after the 

domed copper vessel in which the food is cooked and served, 

can be made with either meat or fishy morsels. As a special 

treat, have your cataplana served aboard the exclusive Vila 

Vita Parc yacht. For those who prefer to eat on terra firma, 

the same private yacht can whisk guests off to a deserted 

island where staff will whip up a barbeque as you bask on 

the white sandy beach.

For a more hands on experience, guests at the Conrad 

Algarve can explore the Ria Formaosa aboard a traditional 

fishing boat, mastering the art of clam picking under the 

guidance of local fishermen before returning to the hotel to 

prepare their own meal with chef  Andrew McGie.

serenity now It’s hard to fault the postcard-perfect Atlantic views from Vila Joya 
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The Algarve

Unwind and dive in Rock formations on Tres Irmaos Beach in Portimao 
(left), and turquoise waters beneath the cliffs of Ponta da Piedade (below)

lEisUREly PURsUiTs
Alternative offshore explorations include diving sunken 

vessels near Portimão, deep sea fishing or private boat 

charters to poke around the myriad caves and tunnels worn 

into the limestone cliffs by the sea.

If galloping along windswept shores on a Lusitana mare 

is a more appealing way of exploring the coastline, Algarve 

Horse Riding offer this, and other ways of appreciating 

the natural beauty of the Costa Vicentina on horseback. 

Extended riding packages include tuition and hacks through 

pine forests, fig groves, cork oak plantations and the lagoons 

of Ria Formosa are available through Pine Trees Riding 

Centre. They also provide luxury picnic lunches and access 

to the facilities at the Four Seasons Country Club at Quinta 

do Lago.

Quinta do Lago is perhaps more famous for its array of 

world-class golf courses and services like the Tailor Made 

Fitting Centre which provides bespoke sets of clubs based 

on analysis of your swing. Golfers looking for a first class 

golfing experience and impeccable service will find both 

at the Monte Rei Golf and Country Club in the Eastern 

Algarve. Extended tee intervals and personal buggies allow 

enthusiasts to linger on the Jack Nicklaus Signature Course. 

PlaCE of REsT
With so many options for exploring or relaxing, it’s 

reassuring to know that the Algarve offers hotels and resorts 

to accommodate even the most refined tastes. Europe’s Most 

Romantic Resort, Vila Vita Parc near Porches, provides 

bespoke butler services for guests staying in one of their 

brand new villas, complete with private pool and secluded 

beach. Getting around in style is no problem either, with 

their chauffeur-driven Bentley Arnage limousine and private 

jet available for hire. The resort also caters extremely well 

for families and has a wide range of accommodation from 

rooms to townhouses with private rooftop terraces and 

dining facilities for every occasion. 

At Quinta do Lago, the Conrad Algarve has swiftly 

established itself as a serious player in the luxury market, 

winning awards such as Europe’s Leading Luxury Resort. 

Its most prestigious accommodation, the Roof Garden 

Suite, features a plunge pool and sliding glass roof in the 

lounge, affording guests the opportunity for private starlight 

swimming. 

For those that prefer hotels steeped in history, the 

Pousada de Estoi was recently incorporated into the Small 

Luxury Hotels of the World. The original stucco ceilings and 

beautifully painted blue and white tiles of this 19th century 

palace are worthy of admiration. Its transformation into a 

luxury hotel combines the contemporary décor and fittings 

of its guest rooms with the elegant sophistication of antique 

furnishings in its public spaces. 

Vila Joya
+351 289 591 795
www.vilajoya.com
Vila ViTa PaRC
+351 282 310 100
www.vilavitaparc.com/en/
ConRaD algaRVE
+351 289 350 700
www.conradalgarve.com/en/home.html
PoUsaDa DE EsToi
+351 210 407 620
www.pousadas.pt

thegoldenbook

Another historical building that has been converted into 

exclusive accommodation is Fazenda Nova in the Eastern 

Algarve. Owners Hallie and Tim Robinson have artfully 

preserved the best of the traditional farmhouse features, 

such as the still-functioning 200-year-old bread oven. Such 

treasures are complemented by contemporary architecture 

to provide a boutique country hideaway, complete with 

orchards and an infinity pool. Guest can choose from suites 

with private gardens or delightfully furnished apartments. 

With so much variety and innumerable charms, the 

appeal of the Algarve is likely to lure visitors back time 

and time again.

old world grandeur Stucco ceilings are a feature in the luxurious Pousada de Estoi (above)


